
A FAMILY STONE COMPANY 



Our Stone Process
After being extracted blocks are
washed, checked and measured. With
our multi-blade or single-blade diamond
gang saws, we saw blocks every day,
obtaining slabs of various thicknesses,
to satisfy customer requests. The slabs
are selected and stored to proceed with
the required surface finishes. Our
company is specialized to produce cut-
to-size customized with our exclusive
natural stones Ceppo di Gré, Nuvolato
di Gré and our reconstructed stone
Aggloceppo®, using the newest CNC
machines and then finished by hand
with professionalism and passions by
expert hands



Polishing 
and filling 

line for
Ceppo
slabs

In addition to 
honing, 

brushing and 
other surface 

finishes on the 
slabs, we also 
use this line to 

fill Ceppo di 
Gré slabs with 

cement, 
recommended 

finish for 
interior and 

furnishing use.



Automatic bridge saw with 2 heads

CNC working center



Craftsmanship, experience and passion

Our company is specialized to produce cut-to-size stones, using our exclusive natural stones Ceppo di Gré, Nuvolato di Gré and our

reconstructed stona Aggloceppo® terrazzo.

Our goal is to supply high quality products and for this reason we make a strict quality control from the quarry to the finish products.

We constantly invest in technologies and machinery, but the ingenuity and work of man is irreplaceable. Packing and loading of the material

are the last operations we carry out. This is a reason to pay more attention, so as to avoid problems when shipping by land, by sea or by air.

We study the dimensions and weights of the packaging to better distribute the load on containers or trucks, for greater safety of the load

and for the ordered material to reach the customer without any damage.
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